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ƐťƈŒŧŹƍŕƒƄƒżŒƍŧƈƍƖƃƅœŶƃŒůƍŽƆƄƃŗƆƄƂ

ŖŨŹƑżŗƒŧŬŕƃŒŗƒƆƈřƃŒŧƒƍűřŔœŶŮƃŒ¾ƂƅŹŧŕ

ťźƃ ƍŕŊ ƅƒƋŒŧŕō ťƌŶƆƍ ŘƒŨ ŧƒŕ ŗŶƆœŞ œŰƒŊ ŧƂŬŊƍ œƆƂ ŗőżŒťƃŒ ƁřœŲšƚƆ ƏƄŵ ũƒőŧƃŒ ƐťƒŪ ƁŧƂŬŊ
ƑƃƍťƃŒŧƆřŌƆƃŒŒŦƋƑżŗƒšœřřżƙŒŗƆƄƂƃŒƅƒťƀřŕŒƍŧƈƍƖƃ ƅƌřƍŵťƏƄŵƁƍƂƒƋŧƍŪƒżƍŧŕƃŒƍŗƒƃƍťƃŒŘœŪŒŧťƄƃ
ƏƄŵƊƒżŻƀƈƐŦƃŒŘſƍƃŒƑżƁƃŦƍœƆœƆřƊřſƍƑżŇœŞťſŧƆřŌƆƃŒŒŦƋƊƒƄŵŨƂŧƆřƒƐŦƃŒŧƍšƆƃŒƇō ƅœƌƃŒ
ťƒťŞƑŪœƒŪžżŊœƌƒż¾ƂŬřƒťſŗƆŪœšŗŲšƃŔœřŵŊ

ƏƃƍƕŒ ŗŪŪŌƆƃŒ œƋŧœŕřŵœŕƍ ƑƆƒťœƂƕŒ žƍŽřƃŒ ťƒŶŮ ƏƄŵ ŗƀšřŪƆƍ ŗżƍŧŶƆ ŗŶƆŪŕ ŘƒŨŧƒŕ ŗŶƆœŞ ŴřƆřř
¾ƀšƑżžšŕŖŨƒƆřƆŘœƆœƌŪōƅƒťƀřƑżŖŧƆřŪƆ¾ŒŨřƙƑƌżŗƄřšƆƃŒŗƒƈƒűŪƄŽƃŒƑŰŒŧƕŒƑżƑƃœŶƃŒƅƒƄŶřƄƃ
ŧƒƂŦř ŗŕœśƆŕ ŘƒŨŧƒŕ ŗŶƆœŞ ¾ƆŶřƍ ŗƒŪœƒŪƃŒƍ ŗƒŵœƆřŞƙŒ œƒœŰƀƃœŕ ŗƄŮƃŒ ŘŒŦ ŘƙœŞƆƃŒ Ƒż ŚšŕƃŒƍ ƅƒƄŶřƃŒ
ŗƒŧšƍųŒťŕƗŒŗƒŧšƏƄŵƍœƌƒƃōŒƍƀřŧƒƇŋŕŗŮŧŽƃŒƅƌƃŘšƒřŊƇōƇƒƒƈƒűŪƄŽƄƃƇƂƆƒƑřƃŒŘœƒƍřŪƆƃŒƏƄŵ
ŗƒŶƒŕűƃŒ ŖœƒšƃŒ ƍšƈ ŗƒƈœŪƈƗŒ ŗŕŹŧƃœŕ ŧƒƂŦř ŗŕœśƆŕ ƇŒťŶƒ Ɗŕ œƌƆŒŨřƃŒƍ ŨƒƆřƃŒ ƏƄŵ œƌřŲżœšƆ Ƈō ŻŧŮřƃŒ
ŒŦƋ ƅƂŶƆ œƌŕ ƁŧœŬřŊ ƇŊ ťƍŊ ƑřƃŒ ŧœƂżƖƃ ŗŪƒőŧƃŒ ŘœŵƍŰƍƆƃŒ ťšŊ ƑƋƍ ŘœŕƍŶŮƃŒ ŗżœƂ ƅŹŧŕ ƅťƀřƃŒƍ
şœŕŮƃŒ

ƇƆžśŕƈřƑřƃŒƐŧŪƀƃŒƇœƆŧšƃŒŻƍŧŲƃ¾ƆœƂƃŒůƒƀƈƃŒƑƋŻŧŮřƃŒŗƒŧšƍųŒťŕƗŒŗƒŧšƍŗšœřƆƃŒŗŮŧŽƃŒƇō
ŴƆ ŜŨřƆƒ ƍƋƍ ƅƄŲ ƍƋ ƇƒŶŕŧƕŒƍ ŚƃœśƃŒ ƊƆœŵ ƇƓŒ ¾Ťťƒ ƐŦƃŒ ¾ƚřšƙŒ Ƈō ŗƒƈƒűŪƄŽƃŒ ƑŰŒŧƕŒ ¾ƚřšŒ
ƇƒőŞƚƃŒƍƇƒƒƈƒűŪƄŽƃŒƑűŶƒƃŠƄŪƆƃŒųŒŨƈƃŒƇƆŗƄƒƍűťƍƀŵŧœśňƍƅœŵŦƈƆƑŽƈƃŒƅƄŲƃƎŧŤƕŒŘƙœšƃŒ
ŗƒƈœŪƈƗŒŖœƈœŶƆƄƃŚƒťšƃŒţƒŧœřƃŒƑżœřœřŕœƌŕŒƍŕŹŧƒƅƃƑřƃŒƅƌřƈœƂƆƇƒƒƈƒűŪƄŽƃŒ

ƑżƍųŒŧŮƃŒƇƍƒŵƑżŖťƒťŵŘŒƍƈŪƇƆ¾ƂŬřŴŕœűƍƋƍŨƒƆřƆƃŒ œƌŶŕœűœƌƒťƃŖŨŹƇŎżžœƒŪƃŒŒŦƋƑżƍ
ƐŦƃŒŘſƍƃŒƑżƍƑƈƒűŪƄŽƃŒŔŶŬƄƃťŶŕžƀšřřƅƃƑřƃŒŘœŶƄűřƃŒƍŖœƈœŶƆƃŒťŪŞřŖŨŹŘšŕŮŊťƀżƊŪŽƈŘſƍƃŒ
ƇƒťƒťŶƃŒ ƇŊ ŗŞŧť Əƃō ŘŨŨŶř ťſ ŧƒűŤƍ ũőœŕ ƇœƂƆƂ œƌřŧƍŮ ƇŎż ŖŨŹ ¾ƍš ƎŧŤŊ ťŶŕ ŗƆŨŊ Ɗƒż ŘŧŪƂř
¾ƍœƈřƆ Ƈƍť œƈœƂƆ œƌŽŮƍŕ ŖŨŹ ťœŶŕřŪŒ ŧƒŧŕřƃ ƏŶŪƒ ƐŦƃŒƍ ŝŽƃŒ ŔœűŤƃŒ Ƒŵƍ Ƈƍťŕ ƍŊ Ƒŵƍŕ Ƈƍƈŕřƒ
¾ƂŬŕūƒŶřƅƃœŶƃŒƇŒťƄŕƇƆŧƒśƂƃŗŕŪƈƃœŕœƌƈœƂŪƍŖŨŹƇŎżŒŦƋœƈŧƆřŌƆƇŒƍƈŵŻŮƒœƆƂƍ¾šƃŒƍ ŭƚŤƃŒ
ūƆœƌƃŒƏƄŵŧƒŕƂ

ƏƄŵŗŰƍŧŽƆƃŒťƍƒƀƃŒƏƄŵŊŧűƐŦƃŒŧƒŤƕŒŻƒŽŤřƃŒƇōůƍŧŽƆƃŒƑƈƋŦƃŒŔƃœƀƃŒŴƆŔŪœƈřƒƑƃœšƃŒŴŰƍƃŒƍ
ŨƒŨŶřƑżƉŧƍťƇŊƍƃƍƏřšŖŨŹƇœƂŪƃťőŒƍŽƃŒůŶŕŔƄŞƍƊŕœŕšŧƆŒŧƍűřťŶƒŗƒƂƚƌřŪƙŒŴőœŰŕƃŒťŒŧƒřŪŒ
ŭƍŮƈƆƃŒŭœŤŬƕŒƍŴőœŰŕƃŒžżťřŗƒŧšŗŞŧťƏƃō¾ŮƒƙƊƈŊƍŘœŵœűƀƃŒůŶŕŕťƍťšƆƑƆŪŧƃŒťœŮřſƙŒ
ƙ ƇƒƒƈƒűŪƄŽƃŒ ƅŲŶƆ ƇŊ ƁŧšřƃŒƍ ŗƂŧšƃŒ ŗƒŧš ƇŋŬŕ  ƑƈœśƃŒ ƇƒŧŬř Ƒż ŗŶſƍƆƃŒ ŗƒſœŽřƙŒ Ƒż œƌƒƄŵ
ƏƄŵ Ƈƍŧťœſ ũœŪƕœŕ ƅƌƈƆ ŒťšŊ ťŞƍƒ ƇœƂ ƇōƅƌƈƆ ¾ƒƄƀƃŒƍ ŗƃŨŶƃŒ ƇƆ ŗƒŪœſ ŻƍŧŲ ƇƆ ƇƍƈœŶƒ ƇƍƃŒŨƒ
ƊƈōųŒŨƈƃŒŇŒŧŞŗƒŪŽƈƃŒƍŗƒťŪŞƃŒŘŒťƒťƌřƃŒƍŧœƌƈƆƃŒƑƆŪŧƃŒťœŮřſƙŒƍŗƃƍƄŬƆƃŒŗƆœŶƃŒŘœƆťŤƃŒŧœśňŔƈŞř
ŗƒŕŧźƃŒŗŽŰƃŒƏƄŵŒťƒťšřƍƅƃœŶƃŒƏƄŵŖŨŹŠřŽƃŖŊŧŞŧśƂŊƍŗƒżœŰōŘŒŇŒŧŞƗŗŞœšƁœƈƋƇŊƑƌƒťŕƃŒƇƆ
Ňœƒšō Ŗťœŵō ƏƄŵ Ɗƒż ¾ƆŶƃŒ ƅřƒ ƐŦƃŒ ŘſƍƃŒ Ƒż ƁƃŦƍ ŗƒƈƒűŪƄż ŗƃƍť ¾ƒƂŬřƃ ŗƒſŧŬƃŒ ũťƀƃŒ Əƃō ŗżœŰō
ūœŶřƈƙŒžƒŧűƏƄŵœƌƈœƂŪŴŰƍƍœƋťœŮřſŒ
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ƇƒƒŨźƃŒ ƇƆ  Ƈŵ ťƒŨƒ œƆ ťƍŞƍ ŴƆż ƐŧŬřŪƆƃŒ ŧƀŽƃŒ ŇŒŧƍ ŧŬœŕƆƃŒ ŔŕŪƃŒ ŖŨŹ ťƍťš žƚŹō ťŶƒƍ
ƏƄŵ ƇƍťƆřŶƒƅƌƈƆŗőƆƃœŕƇƒƈœƆśƍ¾ƆŶƃŒƇŵƇƍƄűœŵƅƌƈƆƑƃŒƍšƍŧƀŽƃŒűŤƎƍřŪƆƇƍťƇƍŬƒŶƒ
ƊƃœƆňƍƊƆƚšŊƍťŕřŔŶŬƃŗƄƆœƂƃŒŗŮƀƃŒƐƍŧřƙŘœƒőœŮšƗŒƇŊƇƍƆƄŶřƅřƈŋżƁƃŦŴƆƍ ŗƒőŒŦźƃŒŘŒťŵœŪƆƃŒ
ŧŤňŘſƍƃŘƄŞŋřťſ

ŴſťƆƃŒ ŧƀŽƃŒ ¾ťŶƆƃ œƈŪœƒſ ƇœƂ ŔŪšż ƑŰœƆƃŒ ŧƌŬƃŒ ƑŽż ŔśƂ Ƈŵ ŖŨŹ ŖœŪŋƆ ŧœśň Ǝŧƈ ŒƍŧƈƍƕŒ Ƒż œƈƈō
ƁƃŦƍťŕƒœƆƂƍŗŪŧťƆœƋťťŵŸƄŕƒƑřƃŒœƈŪŧŒťƆƇƆŗŪŧťƆƇƆŧśƂŊƑżŔƚűƃŒƇƒŕŨƍœŞřƒ
œƈŞƆœƈŧŕƏƄŵƇƍťƆřŶƆƍƏŵƍŞƅƋƍ ƅƌżƍŽŮƃƇƍřŋƒ¾œŽűƕŒƁőƃƍŊƇŊŗƀƒƀšœƌƈŎżŗƒœźƄƃ œƆƃŌƆƍœƒŪœſƅſŧƃŒ
ƍƆƈƄƃƍƅƄŶřƄƃœƌƒƃōƇƍŞœřšƒƑřƃŒŗſœűƃŒƏƄŵ¾ƍŮšƃŒ¾ŞŊƇƆŗƒŪŧťƆƃŒŗƒŦźřƄƃ

ƐŦƃŒ ¾ŒŌŪƃŒ Ƈō ŗŽƄřŤƆ ťœŶŕŋŕƍ ŘŒťƒƀŶřƃœŕ ŗƒƈŹ ŗƀűƈƆ ŖťƀŶƆ ŖŨŹ ƇŊ ƙō ƑƈœŶř ¾ŒŨř ƙ ŖŨŹ Ƈō ƅŶƈ ŒŦƃ
œƌƈƆƑƈœŶƒƑřƃŒ¾ƂœŬƆƃŒŗŞƃœŶƆ¾ŶŽƃœŕœſœŬƇƍƂƒŪƊƈŊŧœŕřŵƙŒƇƒŶŕŦŤƕŒŴƆ  œƈŪŽƈƕƊƃŋŪƈƇŊƑźŕƈƒ
œƈƆœƆřƋŒ¾ƍšƈƇŊƇƒƄŰŽƆœƒƃœšƊƒƄŵŴƀřƐŦƃŒūƆœƌƃŒƏƄŵŖŨŹƁŧřƏƄŵƇƒŧťœſœƈƂƇōœƆƒżƍƋųœűƀƃŒ
ƍšƈŧŲƈƃŒƏƄŵƇƍŧťœſƇšƈ¾Ƌƍ¾šƃŒƏƄŵœƈœƒŮŵ¾ſŊƍŊœƆƚƒō¾ſŊœƒœŰſƅƌƒťƃƇƆƆƇƒŧŤƔƃœƈťŧŒƍƆƍ
ƇƍƒƄƆƃŒŻŮƈƍœƈƍƒƄƆƅƋťťŵŸƃœŕƃŒœƌƈœƂŪƍ ŗƒűŪƍřƆƃŒŗƈƒťƆƃŒƉŦƋƊƒż¾ŒŨřƙƐŦƃŒŘſƍƃŒƑżŧŤƓŒƉœŞřƙŒ
œƈťƍƌŞ¾ŦŕƈƇŊžšřŪřŖŨŹ¾ƋŗƆŒŧŮŧśƂŊŘŒŧœŕŶŕƍƅƃœŶƃŒŴƆƐťœŶƃŒ¾ŵœŽřƃŒƑżŜœƆťƈƙŒƇƆƇƍƆƍŧšƆ
ŖŧŪœŤŗƒŰſœƌƈŊƇƄŶƈƃŗƒœŽƂƃŒƊƒżœƆŕƇƍőƒŧŞƇšƈ¾ƋƍŊœƌƄŞŊƇƆ

ƇƆƇƒƒƚƆƃŒŔƈœŞƏƃōŻƍſƍƃœŕƅŒŨřƃƙŒƅƃœŶƃŒ¾ƆšƏƄŵœƆœŵ ŗƄƒűŘƆœſƑřƃŒŗƆŲƈƆƄƃƚśƆƆƐŧœŕřŵœŕƍ
ƉŦƋƇŋŕŖƍƀŕƍƇƆŌŊƍŗƄőŪƕŒƁƄřƇƆťšŒƍ¾ƂƏƄŵťƒƂŋř¾ƂŕƍƙŖŧœŕŶŕŔƒŞŊƑƈƈŎżƇƒƒƈƒűŪƄŽƃŒƇƒőŞƚƃŒ
ƑřƃŒŗƆŪœšƃŒŗŲšƄƃŒƉŦƋƑżŒťƒťšřƍƑƃƍťƃŒŴƆřŞƆƄƃœŰƒŊƍ¾ŕŒƍŧƈƍƖƃ űƀżũƒƃŗšƒšŮƃŒŗŕœŞřŪƙŒƑƋ
ŗƄřšƆƃŒŗƒƈƒűŪƄŽƃŒƑŰŒŧƕŒƑżƇƒőŞƚƃŒŴſŒƍƏƄŵœƈŶƒƆŞ¾ƆŋƈœƆƂƍœƒŕœŞƒŒŒŧƒśŋřŗƒŪœƒŪƃŒŘŒŧƍűřƃŒŧśŌřťſ
ƍšƈŘœŶƄűřƃœŕƇƍƂŧœŬřƒƇƒŦƃŒƁőƃƍŊŗżœƂƇœƆƒƗŒŒŦƋƑżƑƃōƅŰƈƒƊƈŊƇƆŗƀśƏƄŶƃƑƈƈōƍŖŨŹœƌƒżœƆŕ
ƑƋƍŒƍŧƈƍƕŒƍƇƒƒƈƒűŪƄŽƃŒƇƒőŞƚƃŒŧƍŲƈƆƍŧŲƈŗƌŞƍƇƆŒŦƋ¾ƍſŊƑƈƈōŴƒƆŞƄƃŗƒƈœŪƈƗŒŗƆŒŧƂƃŒƍƅƚŪƃŒ
ŴŰƍƃŒ¾ƍšŧœƂżŋŕŗƆƋœŪƆƃœŕŗƆƒſœƌƃƍŧƆřŌƆƃŒŒŦƋƎƍšżŴƆœƆœƆřƅŇŒƍřřœƌƈŊƙōŗƒœźƄƃŖťťšƆŧŲƈŗƌŞƍ
ƇƆƇƍŧťšƈƒƇƒŦƃŒƇƒőŞƚƃŒƇƆƅƋŖŨŹƇœƂŪƇƆƑƃŒƍšƇƆŧśƂŊƇŊŧœŕřŵƙŒƇƒŶŕŦŤƕŒŴƆŖŨŹƑż
¾ƍŒťřƃœŕŒƍƆƍƀřƃœŶżœƈœƒŧƂżŇŒŦŹƅťƀřƇŊƇƂƆƒœƌřŕŧŞřƍŒƍŧƈƍƕŒŇŒŧňƇŋŕƇƆŌŊƑƈƈŊœƆƂŔŒťřƈƙŒƇƒűŪƄż
ŗƒŌŧ œƈšƈƆƒ ŖŧŬœŕƆ ƇƒőŞƚƃ ŘœƆťŤƄƃ œƈƆƒťƀř ƇŊƍ ŗƒŧŬŕƃŒ ŗƒƆƈřƃŒ ƏƄŵ œƈŨƒƂŧř ƇŊ œƌƄſŊ ũƒƃ ŔœŕŪƕ Ɗƒż
ƇƒőŞƚƃŒŴƆřŞƆŴƆŗƀśƃŒŗſƚŵœƋŧƋƍŞ¾ƂŬƒŴſŒƍƃŒůŧƕŗƒƆƒƆšƍŖťƒŧż

ƇƍƂƆƃŒƊƈŋŕŻŧřŶƈťŧƍƆƏƃōťƈřŪƈœƈƈŎżŴſŒƍƃŒůŧŊƏƄŵƇƒőŞƚƃŒŴƆ¾ƆœŬƃŒ¾ŵœŽřƃŒƇƆťƍƀŵŧƆƏƄŵƍ
ƐŦƃŒƑƈœŪƈƗŒŧŮƈŶƃŒƁƃŦŗƒƈƒűŪƄŽƃŒşƍŧƃŒŖƍſƏƃōœƈƋŧƒŬŊƍŗƒŧŬŕƃŒŗƒƆƈřƃŒ¾œŞƆƑżœƈƄƆŶƃƐŧƋƍŞƃŒ
œƌƈŊœƌƈŵ¾œƀƒœƆ¾ſŊƑřƃŒŔœŶŮƃŒŗżœƂƅŹŧŕƍƅƌżƍŧŲƇŵŧŲƈƃŒůźŕŨœŞƈƗŒƍşƍƆűƃŒƏƄŵũœƈƃŒ ŴŞŬƒ
ƇŊƑżŔŕŪƃŒƑƋŖŨŹƊŞŒƍřƑřƃŒŗƂŕŧƆƃŒŘœŕƍŶŮƃŒƁƄřƇƍƂřœƆŕŧƃƊƈŎżŧŤƓŒƉœŞřƙŒƑżœƈŧŲƈƍƃƍŗƂŕŧƆ
ŔŪšżŇœƈśƃŒťŧŞƆƃƁƃŦũƒƃƍŖŇœƈŕƃŒžŧűƃŒƇƆťƒťŶƃŒƑżœƋŧœśňŧƌŲřŗƒŕœŞƒōŗſœűŗƒƆƈřŕŒƍƆœſťſœƌƈœƂŪ
ŴƆ¾ƆŶƃŒ¾ƚŤƇƆ ŘŒŧƆƍŘŒŧƆƊřœƈœƂƆōŘŪƆƄřƍƊřŪƆƄřŒƍŧƈƍƕŒƍŖŨŹƑżŭœŤ ƑŵœƆřŞŒƁŒŧšƁƃœƈƌż
ƅƌŪŽƈƕ ¾ŰżŊ Ŗœƒš Ňœƈŕƃ ŗŮœŤƃŒ ƅƌřœƒűœƒřšŒ Ňœƈŕ ƏƄŵ ŖťŵœŪƆƃŒ ƇƆ ¾ƒƄƀƃŒ ¾ƚŤ ƇƆ ƇƒŧťœƀƃŒ ƇƒőŞƚƃŒ
œƈŪŧŒťƆ Ƒż ¾œŽűƕŒ Ǝťƃ œƋŒŧƈ ƇƒŦƃŒ ŗƒŮŤŬƃŒ ŜƍŰƈƍ ƅƄŶřƄƃ ūűŶřƃŒ ¾ƚŤ ƇƆ ƊřƆƌƄřŪŒ ƍŊ ƅƌřƚőœŶƃƍ
œƌƃƍſŊƍŖŨƒƆƆƃŒŭőœŮŤƃŒƉŦƋŖŧƒźŮƃŒůƍŧƀƃŒƇƆƇƍťƒŽřŪƆƃŒœƈŌƚƆŵœƋŧƌŲƒƑřƃŒŗƒŪŪŌƆƃŒŘŒŧťƀƃŒƍ
ƉŦƋ Ƒżƍ  ƅƌřœŶƆřŞƆ ŻƍŧŲ ƇƒŪšřƃ ¾ƄƂ ƚŕ ƇƍƄƆŶƒ ƇƒŦƃŒƍ ŒƍŧƈƍƙŒ ŴƆ ƇƒƄƆœŶƃŒ œƒƆƍƒ œƋťŪŞƒ ŧœŤřżœŕ
ŖŨŹ ¾ƋŊ Ƈœż ŧœŮřŤœŕ ƐƍƆƈřƃŒ ¾ƆŶƄƃ ŗŶżŒťƃŒ ŖƍƀƃŒ Əƀŕƒ ƐŧŬŕƃŒ ¾ƆœŶƃŒ ƇŎż œƋŧƒŹ ťƒťŶƃŒƍ ŘƙœŞƆƃŒ
œƈƂƆƆŒŧƆŊƁƃŦƇƆƇƍƄŶŞƒƇƒŦƃŒŗƒőœƈśřŪƙŒƅƌřŒŧťſƍ

œƌƆťƀř ƑřƃŒ ŘœƆœƌŪƗŒ ƇƆ ťƒŽřŪƒ ƁŒŧšƃŒ ũŽƈ ƇŎż ŗƒŧŬŕƃŒ œƌřƒƆƈř ƍšƈ œƋťƍƀƒ ŖŨŹ ƁŒŧš ƇœƂ œƆ ŒŦōƍ
ŘœſƚŹƙŒƍųŒŧŮƃŒƇƆŇœƌřƈƙŒƅřƒƏřšœƌƄƆŵƏƄŵƑƀŕřŪƑřƃŒƍƎŧŤƕŒŗƒƍƆƈřƃŒŘœƆŲƈƆƃŒƍŗśœŹƗŒŘœƆŲƈƆ

3
ƅŵťƃŒ Ƈō ŧƍŲƈƆƃŒ ¾ƆœƂƃœŕ ŗƒƈƒűŪƄŽƃŒ ŗƃƍťƃŒ ƅœƒſƍ ŗƒƄŤŒťƃŒ ŘœżƚŤƃŒ ŗƒƍŪř ƅřƒ Əřšƍ ŗƆƂŒŧřƆƃŒ ƅƌřœŶŕřƍ
ųœűƀƃŒœƌƌŞŒƍƒƑřƃŒŘœƒťšřƃŒƇƆŧƒŕƂƃŒƅƂƄƃŗŕœŞřŪƙŒƑżœƆŪœšœŕƄűřƆƏƀŕƒŪƑƃƍťƃŒ

ŭŧżžƄŤƏƄŵŗƃœƂƍƃŒŨƒƂŧřƑż¾śƆřřŒƍŧƈƍƖƃŗƒřœƒƄƆŶƃŒŗƒƍƌƃœŕŻƒŧŶřƃŒƏƄŵ¾ƆŶřƑřƃŒŴƒŰŒƍƆƃŒťšŊƇō
ůŶŕƅƂřƂŧœŬƆŒŦƋƅƂŧƆřŌƆ şœřřżŒŴƆťƒŽƆƃŒƇƆƇƍƂƒťſŭŧŽƃŒƁƄřŨœƌřƈŒƏƄŵƅƌřŧťſŨƒŨŶřƍƇƒőŞƚƃ
ŭœŤŬŋƂƇƒőŞƚƃŒƑżŧœƆśřŪƙŒŗƒƆřšƇƆƂřœƈřƒƙƍƅƒƆŮƑżƊƈŋŕŗƒŌŧƃŒœƈƒťƃƇōŧœűƗŒŒŦƋƇƆŰũƍŧťƃŒ
ƇōųŒŧŮƃŒƍƑŽƈƃŒ ƇƆƅŹŧƃœŕƍŗŰƍŧŽƆƃŒťƍƒƀƃŒƇƆƅŹŧƃœŕ ƅƌřœƈœƂƆōŧƒƍűřƇƆƅƌƈƂƆřžŧűŕŧœƆśřŪƙŒƍ
ŗƒŒťŕ ťƈŵ œšŰŒƍ ƁƃŦ ƇœƂ ťƀƃ ŒƍŧƈƍƖƃ ŗŕŪƈƃœŕ ŗƒŧŬŕƃŒ ŗƒƆƈřƃŒ Ŗŧœŕŵ ƊƒƈŶř œƆ ƅƒƆŮ Ƒż ƍƌƃ ŝƌƈƃŒ ŒŦƋ
ƐŦƃŒ ƅƒƄŶřƃŒŝƆœƈŧŕŧŕŵƇƒőŞƚƃŒƇƆ¾œŽűƕŒƑżƅŤŰƃŒŧœƆśřŪƙœŕťƒťšřƃŒƊŞƍƏƄŵƏƄŞřƒƍŗƃœƂƍƃŒŘœƒƄƆŵ
œƈŞƆœƈŧŕ Ƈō ƇƒőŞƚƃŒ ƇƆ ¾œƒŞƕ ŒƍŧƈƍƕŒ ƊƄƒśƆřŕ ŧƆřŪřƍ ƊƄśƆř œƆ Əƃō ŨƆŧƒ ƐŦƃŒƍ œƈŞƆŒŧŕ ŧŕƂŊ ťŶƒ
ŖťšřƆƃŒƅƆƕŒƅƒſŴƆƏŬœƆřřŘœƋœŞřŒƑżœƋŨƒŨŶřƍŗƒťŧŽƃŒƇƒőŞƚƃŒŘœƈœƂƆŎŕŻŒŧřŵƙŒƇŵŧƒŕŶřƍƋƑƆƒƄŶřƃŒ
ŗƆŒŧƂƃŒƍ ƇœŪƈƗŒ žƍƀš ƅŒŧřšŒƍ ŘœŵŒŨƈƄƃ ƑƆƄŪƃŒ ¾šƃŒƍ ŗŽƄřŤƆƃŒ ŇŒŧƓŒ ƅŒŧřšŒƍ ųƍƈřƃŒ ¾œƒš ŠƆœŪřƃŒ Ƒż
ƇƍƈœƀƃŒŖťœƒŪƅŒŧřšŒƍŗſŧŽřƐŊƇƍťŕŴƒƆŞƄƃ

ŔŞƒŗƆœƋœŪƍŧťƊřœƒűƑż¾Ɔšƒ¾ŮŒƍřƆƃŒƍƐƍœŪŋƆƃŒŴŰƍƃŒƇƆƅŹŧƃœŕƍƍŨŹƑżŴŰƍƃŒ ƇŊƅŨŞŊƑƈƈō
ƑżœƋŌœűŵōœƈƈƂƆƒŖťŵœŪƆŗƒŊƅƌőœűŵōƏƄŵŨƂŧƒƍŘƚŤŒťřƃŒŨƂŧƆƑżťŒŧżƕŒŴŰřŗŕŧœƀƆƑƋƍŖťœŽřŪƙŒ
ŜŦƍƆƈŕŒťŞƊƒŕŬŒŦƋƇōŗƀűƈƆƃŒƇƒŪšřœƌƃƚŤƇƆƍƅƌřœŶƆřŞƆƍƅƌřœƒšƇƒŪšřƃƊƒżƇƍƄŰœƈƒƐŦƃŒŘſƍƃŒ
ƇōűŪƍƕŒžŧŬƃœŕŗƄŮƃŒžƒśƍƍƋƍƇŒťƄŕƃŒƇƆťƒťŶƄƃŗƒŞŧœŤƃŒŗŪœƒŪƃŒƏƄŵŧśŌƒŊťŕƆƍƋƍƑƈœŪƈƗŒƇƆƕŒ
¾ƆŶƒƇŊƇƂƆƒƅƌřœƈœƂƆōžƒƀšřƍƍƆƈƃŒƏƄŵƅƌřťŵœŪƆƍťŒŧżƖƃŗƒŪœŪƕŒŘœŞœšƃŒƇœƆŰƇŋŕƇƆŌƒŊťŕƆƃŒŒŦƋ
ƅƃœŵ Əƃō ¾œšƃŒ ŗŶƒŕűŕ ƅƒƄŶřƃŒ ƑƆřƈƒƍ ŘœŵŒŨƈƃŒ ƇƆ ¾ƒƄƀřƃŒ ŻœűƆƃŒ ŗƒœƌƈ Ƒżƍ ũœƈƃŒ Ŗœƒš ƇƒŪšř ƏƄŵ
ƅƒƄŶřƃŒ ƇŊ œƈřƆƄŵ ťſ ƇƂœƆƕŒ ƇƆ œƋŧƒŹƍ ƇœƈŕƃƍŗƒŕŧźƃŒ ŗŽŰƃŒ Ƒż œŰƒŊƍ ¾ŕ ŖŨŹ Ƒż œƈřŕŧŞř Ƈō ŗƒƆƈřƃŒ
ƑƃƍťƃŒŴƆřŞƆƄƃƑŞƒřŒŧřŪŒƅœƆřƋŒƑŪƒőŧ¾ƂŬŕƍœŰƒŊƍƋťƒŞƃŒ

ƏƄŵ¾ƆŶřŭŧŽƃŒžƄŤƍŗƒŵƍƈƃŒŘœƆťŤƃŒŴƒŰŒƍƆƇŎżťŒŧżŋƂƇƒőŞƚƃŒƏƄŵœƈŨƒƂŧřŔƈœŞƏƃō ƁƃŦŦŤŊƍƃƍ
ƑżƇƒőŞƚƃŒƊŞƍƑżũťƂřřƑřƃŒŔœŶŮƃŒœƆœƆřƁŧťřœƌƈŊƇƆƅŹŧƃœŕƑřƃŒŗƃœƂƍƄƃŗƈƆƒƌƆƃŒŖŧƂŽƃŒũƒŪŋř
ƏƀŕřƍƁƃŦƇƆƅŹŧƃŒƏƄŵƊƀƒƀšřƇƂƆƒŗƒŧŬŕƃŒŗƒƆƈřƃŒũœƒſƇŋŕŗŕŧŞřƃŒƇƆƅƌŽřƇƂœƆƕŒƇƆœƋŧƒŹƍŖŨŹ
ŻťƌƃŒƁƃŦžƒƀšřƃœƌƒŶŪƑżŗřŕœś

ŗšœřƆƃŒ ŭŧŽƃŒƍ ŗƒŵƍƈƃŒ ŘœƆťŤƃŒ ¾śœƆř ŗƒŽƒƂƃ ŖŨƒƆƆƃŒ ŗƄśƆƕŒ ƇƆ ťƒťŶƃŒ ƅťƀƒ ŖŨŹ Ƒż ŒƍŧƈƍƕŒ ¾Ɔŵ Ƈō
œŶűœŪƙœśƆ ťŶƒ ŨƒƆřƃŒũŧŒťƆŝƆœƈŧŕ Ƈō ƑƄƆŶƃŒ ťƒŶŮƃŒ ƏƄŵ ƁƃŦ ŘœŕśŎŕƍ ůŶŕƃŒ œƌŰŶŕ ŨƒŨŶřŕ ƇƒőŞƚƃ
ťƍťšƃŒ žƚŹō ŧœśňƍ ¾ƚřšƙŒ ŧœśň ŴƆ ŘƀżŒŧř ƑřƃŒ ¾ƒƍƆřƃŒ ŭƀƈ ƇƆ ŘŒƍƈŪ Ƈŋŕ ŻŒŧřŵƙŒ Ƈŵ ŝřƈ ťſ ƍƌż
ŒŦƋũƂŶƈŒťƀƃŒƍŧƈƍƕŒũŧŒťƆƑż ŗŕƃœűƍŔƃœű ƇŵťƒŨƒœƆƃƅƒƄŶřƃŒũŪŊťƒťƌřƏƄŵ¾ƆŶřŘƈœƂ
ŗƄƀřŪƆƃŒŘŒŧœŕřŤƙŒ¾ƚŤŘŽŬƂřƑřƃŒƍŗŕƄűƄƃŗŵƍŧƆƃŒŔƍŪŧƃŒŘƙťŶƆƑżƑƂƒřœƆŒŧť¾ƂŬŕƍ ŧƒűŤƃŒŴŰƍƃŒ
ƑŪŒŧťƃŒƅœŶƃŒƑżŘƒŧŞŊƑřƃŒ

ƁƄřƇōŖŨŹŇœŞŧŊŻƄřŤƆƑżŗƒŪŒŧťƃŒŻƍŽŮƃŒƑżƐŧŞřƑƋƍŗƒƆƒƄŶřƃŒŘŒŧťœŕƆƃŒƁƄřœƒŮŤŬŘťƋœŬťƀƃ
ƎŧƈœƈšŕŮŊťƀżŒƍŧƈƍƙŒƐťƃƇƒƄƆœŶƃŒƑƈœŽřƇƆŗŶŕœƈƃŒƍŗƒƈœŪƈƗŒœƌřƆƒſƏƄŵ¾ƒƃťƂƍƑšƍŗŕœśƆŕŘŒŧťœŕƆƃŒ
¾šŕ ƇƍƆƍƀƒ ŗŕƄűƃŒ ƁőƃƍŊ ƇŊ ŧœŕřŵƙŒ ƇƒŶŕ ŦŤƕŒ ŴƆ ūœŶřƈƙœŕ ŘŊťŕ ťſ ŗŕƄűƄƃ ŘŒŧœŕřŤƙŒ ůŶŕ ŝőœřƈ ƇŊ
ŘƄƆŵ¾ŨœƈƆƑżƇƍŬƒŶƒƍŊƑőœŕŧƌƂƃŒŧœƒřƄƃŗƒƆƍƒƃŒŘœŵœűƀƈƙŒŔŕŪŕųƍƆŬƃŒŇƍŰŘšřŗƒƃŨƈƆƃŒƅƌŰƍŧż
ũŽƈ ƅƋŧƌƀřƇƒźƃœŕƃŒƇƆťƒťŶƃŒƇōŘœƆťŮƃŒƍ ƑƃŨƈƆƃŒŻƈŶƃŒ ŗƒŦźřƏƄŵũŋƒƃŒƍŧƀŽƃŒƍŗšƄŪƆƃŒŘœŵŒŨƈƃŒ
ŧƆřŪƈƇŊƐŧƍŧŰƃŒƇƆŘŒŦƃœŕŔŕŪƃŒŒŦƌƃƍœƌřƌŞŒƍƆƑżŗŵœŞŬŕŖŨŹ¾œŽűŊ¾ŰœƈƒƑřƃŒŘœŕƍŶŮƃŒƁƄř
ƅƌƃƅŵťƃŒƅƒťƀřŕ

ƑżŖŒƍœŪƆƃŒŝƆœƈŧŕƇōŖŨŹƑżƇƒőŞƚƃŗƒƀƒƀšŭŧżũƒŪŋřƏƄŵƍŧœƂřŕƙŒƏƄŵƎŧŤŊŗŪƒőŧŗƄśƆŊƁƃœƈƋƍ
ŭŧŽƃŒŨœƌřƈŒƏƄŵƍŧœƒřŤƙŒŗƒŧšŗŪŧœƆƆƏƄŵŖŊŧƆƃŒŖŧťƀƆƇƒŪšř¾ŞŊƇƆƅƆŮƆŒƍŧƈƍƖƃŴŕœřƃŒ¾ƆŶƃŒ

4
ƅŒťŶƈŒƍƑŵœƆřŞƙŒųƍƈƃŒƏƄŵƑƈŕƆƃŒŨƒƒƆřƃŒŗŞƃœŶƆƏƃōƙƍŮƍƑŮŤŬƃŒťƒŶŮƃŒƏƄŵƑƈƌƆƃŒŧƍűřƃŒ¾ŞŊƇƆ
žƍŪƃŖŊŧƆƃŒ¾ƍŮƍ¾ŕŪƅŵťƏƄŵ¾ƆŶƈœƈƈōŗƒťœŮřſƙŒƍŗƒŵœƆřŞƙŒŖœƒšƃŒƑżŘœƒƍřŪƆƃŒŗżœƂƏƄŵŖŒƍœŪƆƃŒ
ƇšƈƍŒƍŧƈƍƕŒƑżŧƒźŮƃŒ¾ƒƍƆřƃŒŘœƆťŤ¾ŕſƇƆŗƆťƀƆƃŒŘœƆťŤƃŒƇƆŖťœŽřŪƙŒ¾ƚŤƇƆƁƃŦƑżœƆŕ¾ƆŶƃŒ
ƉŦƋ ŴƆ ŻƒƂřƃŒ ƏƄŵ ŖŊŧƆƃŒ ŖŧťƀƆ ŨƒŨŶřƃ ťœŬŧƗŒƍ ŠŮƈƃŒ ƅťƀƈƍ ƑƃŨƈƆƃŒ ŻƈŶƃœŕ ƑŵƍƃŒ Ŵżŧ ƏƄŵ ¾ƆŶƈ
ƐŊŧƃŒŗƒŧšŕŖŊŧƆƃŒžšŨƒŨŶřƍƊƒżŧřƃŒƍƑŵœƆřŞƙŒ¾ŵœŽřƃŒ¾ŞŊƇƆŘœšœŪƆŇœŪƈƄƃŧżƍƈœƈƈŊœƆƂ ŖŧƋœŲƃŒ
ŖŊŧƆƄƃŗŮŮŤƆŗƒŵŒŦōŗűšƆƅŵť¾ƚŤƇƆƁƃŦƍŘŒŦƃŒƇŵŧƒŕŶřƃŒƍ

¾Žű ƇƆŔŧœƀƒœƆ ƅœŵƑżŔŦřŞŒƐŦƃŒŗƒŽƒŮƃŒŔœŶƃƖƃœƈŞƆœƈŧŕƑż¾śƆřƒŧŤň¾œśƆƁœƈƋƍ
ŗŰœƒŧƃŒŘŬŶřƈŒťƀƃƅƌƒƄŵœŕƍťƈųŒŨƈƃŒƁŧřƇƒŦƃŒŖŨŹ¾œŽűƕŧżƍřƆƃŒťƒšƍƃŒƍžœűƈƃŒŴŪŒƍƑƌƒżŧřƃŒűœŬƈƄƃ
¾œŽűƕŒ¾śƆƅƌƄŤŒťƑżŖŨŹ¾œŽűŊƇŊŘŧƌŲŊťſƍŔœŶƃƕŒƁƄřƑż¾œŽűƕŒşŧŪƆƍŗƒƍťƒƃŒŻŧšƃŒƍƇƍƈŽƃŒƍ
ŜŧœŤƃŒƑżŖťőœŪƃŒŘœŵœŕűƈƙŒƁƄřƃœżƚŤƁƃŦƍŖŧƋœƀƃŒƍŊƇƒƂŕƍŊƁŧƍƒƍƒƈƑż

ŇŒŧƍœƆƏƃōŧŲƈƃŒƏƄŵƇƍŧťœſƅƌřƆťŤƏƄŵƅƍƀƈƇƒŦƃŒƇƒőŞƚƃŒƇŊŻƒƂƏƄŵŗƄƒƄſŗƄśƆŊƎƍŪŘŪƒƃƉŦƋƍ
ŗŬƒŶƆƃŒ ¾ŕŪƍ ¾ƆŶƃŒ ŭŧż ŨƒŨŶř ƏƄŵ ŔœŶŮƃŒ ¾Ƃ ƅŹŧŕ ŨƒƂŧřƃŒ ƏƄŵƍ ŖŨŹ Ƒż ŗƒŧƍŽƃŒ ŻƍŧŲƃŒ ŖƍŪſ
ŗƌŞŒƍƆ Ƒż ťŒŧżƖƃ ŖœƒšƃŒ ŘŒŧœƒŤ ŴƒŪƍř ƏƄŵ ¾ƆŶƃŒƍ ƑřŒŦƃŒ ƅƋŧƒƍűřƍ ƅƌƆƄŶř ŖťœƒŨƍ ƇƒőŞƚƃ ŗƄƀřŪƆƃŒ
ŗƒŪœƀƃŒŻƍŧŲƃŒ

ƇœƂŪ¾ŒŨƒƙŗƀƄźƆƃŒťƍťšƃŒ ŗŪœƒŪůŧż ƇƆťƀŵƏƄŵťƒŨƒœƆƍŻƈŶƃŒƑŬŽřƍƐŧƂŪŶƃŒ¾ƚřšƙŒŔŕŪŕƍ
Ňűŕŕ ¾śƆřř œšƍŰƍ ŔŵœŮƆƃŒ ƁƄř ŧśƂŊ Ƈƒŕ ƇƆƍ ŗƒŶƒŕűƃŒ ŖœƒšƃŒ ƊŞƍ Ƒż ŗƆŞ ŔŵœŮƆ ƇƆ ƇƍƈœŶƒ ŖŨŹ
ŘœſƚŹƗŒƍųŒŧŮƃŒŘŒƍƈŪƍŖŨŹ ƏƄŵŖŧƒŤƕŒŔŧšƃŒ¾ƚŤŚťšƐŦƃŒŧœƆťƃŒŇœƈŕŖťœŵōƍ şƚŮ ƙō ŗƒƄƆŵ
¾ƄŬƃœŕűűŤƃŒƁƄřŘŕƒŮŊťſƍŖŨŹŧœƆŵōŖťœŵƗŗŶŪŒƍűűŤœƌƒťƃŒƍŧƈƍƕŒƁƃŦƑżœƆŕŖťšřƆƃŒƅƆƕŒƇō
¾ƒŕŪ ƏƄŵ œƈƋ ŧƂŦŊ Ƒƈƍŵťƍ ŖťťŶřƆ ŗƒŕƄŪ ŔſŒƍŵ ƁƃŦƃ ƇœƂ ťƀƃ ŇœƈŕƃŒ ťŒƍƆ ťŒŧƒřŪŒ ŴƈƆ ŗŞƒřƈ ŘŒƍƈŪƃ
ŜœřšƒƑřƃŒŗőƆƃŒũŧŒťƆƃŒƇƆ ŒťŞ ťƍťšƆťťŵŇœƈŕŕœšƒŧŮřœƈƒťƃƇōƅƒƄŶřƃŒƏƄŵƊřŽƄŤŒťšŒƍŒŧśŊ¾œśƆƃŒ
ŭƀƈŔŕŪŕŐŞƙ¾Žű ƇƆŔŧœƀƒœƆ ŔœŶƒřŪŒƇƆƇƂƆřƈƅƃƅœŶƃŒŒŦƋƑżƍŖŨŹ ƑżƇƍőŞƚƃŒœƌƒƃō
 ŸƄŕř ƑřƃŒƍ ƇƒőŞƚƃŒ ŴƆřŞƆ Ƈƒŕ ŔƚűƄƃ ŗƒƍƈŪƃŒ ŖťœƒŨƃŒ űŪƍřƆ ŔŕŪŕ ŗƄƂŬƆƃŒ ƅſœŽřřŪƍ ƇƂœƆƕŒ
ƁœƈƋ ƇƍƂƒ Śƒšŕ œŕƒŧƀř ŖŨŹ Ƒż œƈŪŧŒťƆ ŴƒƆŞ Ƒż ƇƒřƒťŧƍƃŒ?ƇƒřŧřŽƃŒ ƅœŲƈƃ ŇƍŞƄƃ ƇƍŧűŰƆ œƈƈō Ŕƃœű
ƅœƒƀƃŒƍŊŚƚśƃŒŘŒŧřŽƃŒƅœŲƈŕŇťŕƃŒƇƓŒœƈƒƄŵƇƍƂƒŪƍŧƌŲƃŒťŶŕƎŧŤŊŗŪŧťƆƍşœŕŮƃŒƑżŖťšŒƍŗŪŧťƆ
ŖťšŒƍŗŪŧťƆœƈƒťƃťŞƍřœƒƃœšƍŗřſŌƆũŧŒťƆ Əƃō ƇšŬƃŒŘœƒƍœš ¾ƒƍšřŧŕŵũŧŒťƆƃŒƇƆťƒŨƆƃŒŇœŬƈŎŕ
ƚŽűœƌƒżũŧťƒŖŨŹƑżƁƄřƂ

ŴŰƍƃŒƇŎżƁƃŦŴƆƍƐŧŤŊŖŧƆƊƒƄŵťƒƂŋřƃŒƑŵťřŪƒƍŗƒœźƄƃƊŕŔšŧƆŧƆŊƍƌƃŧœŮšƄƃƑƃœšƃŒŻƒŽŤřƃŒƇō
ťŒŧƒřŪƙŒ ŘŒŇŒŧŞƗ ŗŶŰœŤ ¾ŒŨř ƙ ŇœƈŕƃŒ Ŗťœŵō ¾ŞŊ ƇƆ ŗƆŨƚƃŒ ťŒƍƆƃŒ ƅŲŶƆ ƇŊ Śƒš ŒťŞ œŕŶŮ ¾ŒŨƒ ƙ
ƇƆƅŵťŕƍŴƄŪƃŒƇƆŖŧƒŕƂžżťřŗƂŧšŗƒŊŴƆŗřŕƃŒŔŪœƈřřƙŘƚƒƌŪřœƌƒżŧżƍřřƑřƃŒŧƍŕŶƃŒűœƀƈƍŗƀƋŧƆƃŒ
¾ŞŊ ƇƆ ŗƒƄƒőŒŧŪƗŒ ŘœűƄŪƃŒ ŴƆ ůƍœŽřƃœŕ ŖŧƆřŪƆ ŖťšřƆƃŒ ƅƆƕŒ Ƈœż ŗƒƈƒűŪƄŽƃŒ ŗűƄŪƃŒƍ ƑƃƍťƃŒ ŴƆřŞƆƃŒ
ŴżŧƅřťſƊƈŊƍƇƓŒŘœƀżŒƍƆƃŒƇƆťƒťŶƃŒŠƈƆƅřťſƊƈŊƇƆƅŹŧƃŒƏƄŵƍŧœƆŵƗŒŖťœŵōŴƒŧœŬƆƏƄŵŗƀżŒƍƆƃŒ
ŖťœŵƗ œŮƍŮŤƍ œƌŕ ŇœżƍƃŒ ƅřƒ ƇŊ Ƈŵ ŖťƒŶŕ ¾ŒŨř ƙ ŗƒƄƂƃŒ ŘœŞœƒřšƙŒ ƇŊ ƙō ŗƒřŪŞƍƄƃŒ ŖŧťƀƃŒ ŗƒƍŪ
ƏƄŵ űźŰƃœŕ ŧƆřŪƈŪ œƈƈŎż ƇƆƕŒ Ƒż ¾ƒőŒŧŪō žšŕ Ɗƒż ŧƀƈ ƐŦƃŒ ŘſƍƃŒ Ƒżƍ ŭœŤƃŒ ųœűƀƄƃƍ ŧœƆŵƗŒ
ŧŒŧŮƗŒƊŪŽƈŘſƍƃŒƑżƍŖŨŹƏƃōťŒŧƒřŪƚƃŖťŶƆƃŒŴƄŪƃŒŘœƒƆƂƍžœűƈŗŶŪƍř¾ŞŊƇƆŗƒƄƒőŒŧŪƗŒŘœűƄŪƃŒ
ƐŦƃŒŘſƍƃŒƑżƍƁƃŦŴƆƍƊƃŗƒœƌƈŴŰƍƏƄŵ¾ƆŶƃŒƅřƒƇŊƍ¾ŕŔŪšżŧœŮšƃŒƇƆŻƒŽŤřƃŒƅřƒƙƇŊƏƄŵ
ŧƍŦŞ Ƒż ƇƆƂř ŗƀƃœŵƍ ŖťƀŶƆ ŗƒŪœƒŪ œƒœŰſ ƁœƈƋ Ƈŋŕ ƏŪƈƈ ƙ ƇŊ œƈƒƄŵ ƊƈŎż ƁƃŦ ¾ŶŽŕ Ɗƒż ƅƍƀƈ ƐŦƃŒ
œƈƆœƆŊŗƄśœƆƃŒŗƒŪœƒŪƃŒŗƄƂŬƆƃŒ¾šƏƄŵŒŧťœſƇƍƂƒƇƃŗƒřŪŞƍƄƃŒ¾ƍƄšƃŒ¾ŰżŊƇōŗƄƂŬƆƃŒ
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ƇƍŶřƆřƒƙťŒŧżŋƂƅƋƇƒŦƃŒƇƒőŞƚƃŒƇŵŗƒƃƍŌŪƆƃŒƑƃƍťƃŒŴƆřŞƆƃŒ¾ƆšřƒŗƒƆœřŤƃŒƑűœƀƈƏƃōƑƈťƍƀƒƁƃŦ
ŻŒŧŵƕŒƍƑƃƍťƃŒƇƍƈœƀƃŒƑżƊƒƄŵŭƍŮƈƆƍƋœƆƄśƆƁƃŦƍƑƃƍťƃŒŴƆřŞƆƃŒŖťŵœŪƆƏƃōŗŞœšŕƍŗƃƍťŗƒœƆšŕ
ůŧřŽƆƃŒƇƆƇƂƒƅƃƊƈŋŕœƈƈŒŧƂŦƒƇŒŦƄƃŒœƆƋ¾ƆŶƃœŕœƈřƒƃƍŌŪƆƍƇƒőŞƚƃťťšƆƃŒŻƒŧŶřƃŒŒŦƋƇōŗƒƈƍƈœƀƃŒ
ƅƌřœŞœƒřšŒŗƃœŵŎŕƅœƒƀƃŒťƈŵƅƋťšƍƃŒƍƈƍƂƒƇŋŕžƚűƗŒƏƄŵƅƌƃ

ƏƄŵƇƍŧťœſƇšƈ¾Ƌ¾ƍƀƒƐŦƃŒ¾ŒŌŪƄƃŒƍŧƈƍƕŒŗŕœŞřŪŒůŧŶŕŘƆſƇƓŒŗƒœźƃœƌřŧƂŦƑřƃŒƑřœŲšƚƆƑżƍ
ƎŧŤƕŒŘƙœƂƍƃŒƍŒƍŧƈƍƕŒƅƍƀřŻƒƂŘƈƒŕƍƑŽƈƃœŕ¾ŒŌŪƃŒƁƃŦƏƄŵŘŕŞŊťƀƃūƆœƌƃŒƏƄŵŖŨŹƁŧřƈƇŊ
ŔœŶŮƃŒ ŗƌŞŒƍƆƍ ŇœƀŕƃŒ ƏƄŵ ƇƒƒƈƒűŪƄŽƄƃ ŗƒőœƈśřŪƙŒ ŖŧťƀƃŒ ƇƆ ŖťœŽřŪƙŒ ŴƆƍ ŔœŶŮƃŒ ¾Ƃ ƇƆ ƅŹŧƃœŕƍ
ƁƄřŗƒƙƍƇŋŕœƈŪŽƈŊŧƂŦƈƇŊƅƌƆƃŒƇƆƊƈŎż¾œšŗƒŊƏƄŵƍŔœŶŮƃŒ¾ƒƃŦřƏƄŵƑƃƍťƃŒŴƆřŞƆƃŒŗƆƋœŪƆŕƍ
œƆƒżŔŞŒƍƃŒ¾ƆšŕƅƍƀřƑřƃŒŖťƒšƍƃŒŘŪƒƃŗƒœƆšƃŒƍŗƒŧŬŕƃŒŗƒƆƈřƃŒ¾œŞƆƍŗƒƈœŪƈƗŒŘƙœŞƆƃŒƑżŘœƆŲƈƆƃŒ
ŖŨŹƑżƇœƂŪƃœŕžƄŶřƒ

œƌřŧƍŧŰƏƄŵŗƒŧŬŕƃŒŗƒƆƈřƃŒŘœŞœƒřšŒƍŗƒƈœŪƈƗŒŘœŞœƒřšƙŒƇŋŕŻŒŧřŵƙŒťƒťšřƃŒƊŞƍƏƄŵƅƌƆƃŒƇƆƍ
ŧƒŕƂ¾ƂŬŕƑƃƍťƃŒŴƆřŞƆƃŒƅƋœŪťƀƃŘœŞœƒřšƙŒƁƄřƉœŞřƑƃƍťƃŒŴƆřŞƆƃŒŗƒƃƍŌŪƆƇƆťšŒƍŇŨŞťŧŞƆƑƌƃ
ƊőœƌƈōƏƃōƙƍŮƍŧśƂŊŧœŮšƃŒƊƒżŻŤƒƐŦƃŒŘſƍƃŒƑżŒťŞŧƒśƂƃŒ¾Ɔŵ ŔŞƒƍ¾ŕ ƇƂƆƒƍŖŨŹ¾ŞŊƇƆ
Ŵűœƀřř Śƒš ťƒťšřƃŒ ƊŞƍ ƏƄŵƍ ŘœŞœƒřšƙŒ ƁƄřƃ ƐŧŦŞƃŒ ŔŕŪƃŒ ŗŞƃœŶƆŕ ƅœƒƀƃŒ ŗƒƆƋŊ ŧśƂŊ ƊƈŊ ƙō ƍŞŧƆƃŒ
ƇƒƒƈƒűŪƄŽƃŒ ƊŞŒƍř ƑřƃŒ ŧŕƂƕŒ ŗƄőŪƕœŕ ƅűřŧřƍ ƑŪœƒŪƃŒ ŴſŒƍƃŒ ŴƆ ƇƒŧŤƓŒƍ ƇƒőŞƚƃŒ ƅƍƆƋƍ ŘœŞœƒřšŒ
ƅƚŪƃŒƍšƈƑŶŪƃŒƊŞŒƍřƍ

¾ƆŶřƇŊ¾ƆŋƈƑřƃŒŘœŰƍœŽƆƃŒƑżŗűŧŤƈƆŘŪƒƃƍœƒŪœƒŪœŕŵƙŘŪƒƃŠŰŒƍ¾ƂŬŕƍŒƍŧƈƍƕŒƇŊ ŚƒšƑżƍ
ƉŦƌŕ ƇƍƄźŬƈƆƃŒ ƁőƃƍŊ ƇŊ ƇœƆŰ ŗƃœƂƍƃŒ ŔŞŒƍ ƇƆ ƊƈŎż ŇŒƍŪ ťš ƏƄŵ ƇƒőŞƚƃœŕ ¾š œƆƍ ųŒŨƈƃŒ ¾š ƏƄŵ
ƑƀŕřƆƃŒŘſƍƃŒƑżœƆƌƒƃōƅƂŧŲƈŘŽƃŊƇŊťƍŊƇƒřƆœƋƇƒřűƀƈƅƌƈœŕŪšƑżƇƍŶŰƒŗŶűœƀřƆƃŒƍŗƆœƌƃŒŘœŬœƀƈƃŒ
ŚƒťšƄƃƑƃ

ƇƒŕŵƚƃŒťƒŕƑƋœƌřŒŦŗšƃœŮƆƃŒŗƒƄƆŵƇŋŕ¾ƆœƂƃœŕƑŵŊƑƈƈōƇƒƒƈƒűŪƄŽƃŒƇƒŕŗšƃœŮƆƃŒƑƋƏƃƍƕŒŗűƀƈƃŒ
ƏƄŵ ŗƒŕœŞƒŒ ŘœƒŵŒťř Ɗƃ ŗƒƈƒűŪƄŽƃŒ ŘœżƚřŤƙŒ ƅťŧ Ƈœż ƁƃŦ ƇƆ ƅŹŧƃœŕƍ œƌƆŵťƍ œƌƈœŰřšƙ ƇƒƒŪœƒŪƃŒ
ƇŊ¾ŞŊƇƆťŬœƈŒƑƈƈōƍƐŧŤƙŒŖŧŧŰřƆƃŒŗƒƈƒűŪƄŽƃŒŘœŵœűƀƃŒƏƄŵƍƇƒƒƈƒűŪƄŽƃŒƇƒőŞƚƃŒ¾ŕƀřŪƆƍŗšƄŮƆ
ŗŪœƒŪƃœŕŗƈƒƋŧŖŨŹŗšƄŮƆƑƀŕřƙƇŊŗƒšœšƃŎŕƍŔƃœűŊ žƄűƈƆƃŒŒŦƋƇƆƍŗƒƈƒűŪƄŽƃŒ ŖťšƍƃŒŖťœŶřŪŒƅřř
ƅƚŪƃŒ Ƒż ŗšƄŮƆ ƅƌƃ ƇƆ ŗżœƂƃ ¾ƀƈŊ ƅƃ Ƈō ƇƒƒƈƒűŪƄŽƃŒ ƇƒőŞƚƃŒ ŗƃœƂƍƃ ƚśƆƆ ƑřŽŮŕ Ɛŧƍť Ƒż žŽŤŒƍ
ƅƋœƆƒżœƒƆƍƒœƈƒťƃƇƍƒŵœƆřŞƙŒƇƍƄƆœŶƃŒƍŇœŕűƕŒƍƇƍƆƄŶƆƃŒœƌŶƆŪƒƑřƃŒƍŗšŰŒƍƍŗűƒŪŕŗƃœŪŧƑƆƒƄſƗŒ
ƇƒőŞƚƃŒ ŘœŶƆřŞƆ ŗżœƂ ¾ŤŒť ŴſŒƍƃŒ Ƒżƍ ¾ŕ ŖŨŹ Ƒż ŗƒƄšƆƃŒ ŘœŶƆřŞƆƃŒ ¾ŤŒť ŒƍŧƈƍƕŒ ¾ƆŶŕ ƇƍƆƍƀƒ
ŗƀűƈƆƃŒƑżƇƒƒƈƒűŪƄŽƃŒ

ƅœŵƅƌŕ¾šœƆƅƌŕ¾šťſƇƍőŞƚƃŒƇŊŚƒšƍƊŕƅƋŧƒŮƆűŕřŧƒƇƒŦƃŒƇƍőŞƚƃŒƍƅƚŪƃŒƑƋŗƒƈœśƃŒŗűƀƈƃŒƍ
ųŒŨƈƃŒ¾šƃœƀŕŪƆœűŧŬťŶřƅƌřƈšƆŗŞƃœŶƆƇŊ ťťšƒžűƈƆƃŒƇŎżųŒŨƈƃŒƁƃŦƃŗŞƒřƈƇƍťƍŞƍƆƅƌƈŊƍ 
ŗƒſŒťŮƆ ƏƄŵ ŧśŌřŪ ŗƒŰƍœŽřƃŒ ŗƒƍŪřƃŒ Ƒż ƇƒőŞƚƃŒ ŘŒŧœƒŤƍ žƍƀš ŗŞƃœŶƆ œƌƒż ƅřƒ ƑřƃŒ ŗŞŧťƃŒ Ƈō
ŗƀűƈƆƑżŨŧœŕƃŒŧƍŰšƃŒƍŴŪŒƍƃŒƑżŒŧźŞƃŒŴƒŨƍřƃŒƍƇœƂŪƃŒƅŞšŚƒšƇƆŗƄőœƋŖŧőŒťƇƒőŞƚƃŒƇōŗƒƍŪřƃŒ
ƏƃōƐťŌřƇŊ¾ƆŌƆƃŒƇƆƑřƃŒŗŕŶŮƃŒŘœŬœƀƈƃŒƑżœƈƒƄŵƇŊŧœŕřŵƙŒƑżŴŰƈƇŊƅŪœšŧƆƕƊƈōŗŕŧűŰƆ
ŧœűƗŒƇƆŰƇƍőŞƚƃŒƏƀŕƒƇŊƇƆŰƈƇŊœƌƈƆŒŇŨŞƅƌřœƈœŶƆƃ¾ťœŵ¾šťœŞƒōƇƍƂƒŪƐŦƃŒƍųŒŨƈƃŒŇœƌřƈŒ
ƑƈƒűŪƄŽƃŒ ¾ŕƀřŪƆƃŒ Ƒż ƇƒŧƒŕƂ ŧƍťƍ ŗŮš ƇƍőŞƚƃƍ ¾ƍƄš ƏƄŵ ŧƍśŶƃŒ ťƍƌŞ Ƒż Ňœƈŕ ¾ƂŬŕ ƅƋœŪƆƃŒ
œƌšŧűŕŒƍƆƍƀƒƃƅƌƒťƃƑřƃŒŧœƂżƕŒŖƍŧśƇƆ ťƒŽřŪřŪŗƒƄƆŶƃŒƇŊƇœƆŰƏƃō ƐťŌƒŪƅƌƂŒŧŬōƇōƑƄƒőŒŧŪƗŒ
ŗƆœƋœƌƈƕŖŧœŕŶƃŒƉŦƋťƒŵŋŪƍƅƚŪƃŒŗƒƄƆŵŗƆƍƆƒťƍŗƒſŒťŮƆŨƒŨŶřƑżŗƆœƋťőŒƍż ƅťƀƒŪƉŧƍťŕŒŦƋƇō
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ŴƈŮ Ƒż ŗƆœƌƃŒƍ ŗƒƀƒƀšƃŒ ƅƋťƍƌŞƍ ƅƋŧƍť ¾ƋœŞř ¾Ɔšř ƇƂƆƒ ƙ ƐŦƃŒ ŴſŒƍƃŒ ƅƋ ƇƒƒƈƒűŪƄŽƃŒ ƇƒőŞƚƃŒ Ƈō
ƅƚŪƃŒ

ūƒƆƌřŖťœŵŦŕƈƏƃōŗŞœšƃŒŴƆƏŬœƆřƒƁƃŦƍƇƒƒƈƒűŪƄŽƃŒƇƒőŞƚƃŒ¾ƋœŞřƅřƒƙƇŊƑźŕƈƒƊƈŎż ƊƄƂŒŦƌƃƍ
ŖŨŹƏƃōŗƒŶƒŕűƃŒŖœƒšƃŒŖťœŵōƑżŖťŵœŪƆƄƃŗƒƀƒƀšťƍƌŞ¾ŞŊƇƆťŬœƈƈœƈƈō¾ŲƃŒŖŧőŒťƑżœƋŌœƀŕōƍŖŨŹ
ƅƂƈƆŔƄűŊƑƈƈŊƙōƚőœƋƇƍƂƒťſŖŨźŕűƒšƒƐŦƃŒƅřœƀƃŒŴŰƍƃŒƇō¾ŶŽƃœŕŗſœŬŘœƒťšřƃŒƇŊœƆœƆřƇƒƂŧťƆ
ƉťƒťŕřŕŗƄƒŽƂƃŒ¾őœŪƍƃŒœƈƒťƒŊƇƒŕŧżƍřřƊƈŊƏƄŵŧŒŧŮƗŒƑżœƈƒƃōŒƍƆŰƈřƇŊœŰƒŊ

ƇƒƒƈƒűŪƄŽƃŒƇƒőŞƚƃŒƍƇƒƒƈƒűŪƄŽƃŒŇœűŵō¾ŞŊƇƆœƈŶŪƍŕœƆ¾Ƃ¾ŶŽƈœƈƍŵťžƒƀšřƄƃ ŗƄŕœſ ƅƍƒƃŒƑřƍŵťƇō
ŦœŤřŒƑżŗƒŧšƃŒƍŧœƋťŨƙŒƍŗƆŒŧƂƃŒƇƆƚŕƀřŪƆƅƌŪŽƈƕŒƍƈŕƒƑƂƃŗƒŧšƃŒƍŗƄőœƌƃŒƅƌřœƈœƂƆōžƒƀšřƃŭŧŽƃŒ
ŗƃƍťƃŒŇœŬƈōƍšƈ ŗŕƍƄűƆƃŒŘŒƍűŤƃŒŦœŤřŒƊƒżƅřťſƇƍƂƒƇŊ¾ƆŌƒƐŦƃŒŘſƍƃŒƑżƁƃŦƍŗŮœŤƃŒƅƌřŒŧœƒŤ
ŗƒƈƒűŪƄŽƃŒ

ƅƂŧƂŬŊ
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Bir Zeit University, 1 October 2010

Keynote address by Filippo Grandi, UNRWA Commissioner-General

Against all Odds: Advancing Human Development in Gaza
I thank you, Mr. President for your warm remarks. I also thank Birzeit University,
the Ibrahim Abu-Lughod Institute of International Studies and Professor Heacock
for inviting UNRWA to give the keynote address at this important international
conference. The focus is very timely, as we are perhaps at a crucial moment
when new political horizons may well be shaped.

Birzeit University’s reputation for academic excellence is well known and welldeserved. As the first institution of higher learning in the occupied Palestinian
territory, it continues to make truly outstanding contributions in socially and
politically relevant teaching and research. Birzeit serves as a reminder of the
heights Palestinians can achieve if given the opportunity, the freedom to create
and the liberty to act. Its perseverance and commitment to excellence are also a
reminder of the human desire for normality and progress against all odds – one
of the key themes of the thoughts I would like to share with you this morning.

Opportunity, freedom to create, and the liberty to act – these are the diametrical
opposites of the conditions of enforced deprivation that flow from the occupation
of Palestinian land. The occupation is now entering its forty-third year. It blends
with the other injustices of exile since 1948 and the effects of decades-long
armed conflict to give Palestinians and Palestine refugees their unwanted place
in the modern history of human suffering.
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Within this context, Gaza has its own distinctive character, one that is forged
from so many years in the eye of the conflict. At the same time, Gaza has come
to embody the suffering and the yet unfulfilled aspirations of the Palestinian
people. And as crisis after crisis have broken around Gaza, its image as a forlorn
and dangerous place has been reinforced to a point where, consciously or not,
many embrace the self-fulfilling rhetoric that seeks to justify its exclusion as a
place beyond salvation. As the title of our conference puts it, for much of the
world, Gaza and its people are very much “in the margins”.
The current situation fits the mould. The recent easing of restrictions on the
importation of consumer goods is a welcome development and has brought
some benefit to the people of Gaza, even if the boost to the formal economy is
limited to a few sectors and falls far short of the free flow of goods and people
envisaged in the November 2005 Agreement on Movement and Access. Most
Palestinians, however, still face harsh conditions of isolation. Few, if any, can
avoid the effects of paralyzed public services, a collapsed formal economy, and
the physical and psychological threats from the conflict. It is self-evident that
further, bolder measures are needed to open Gaza to the world and in particular
to the West Bank with which it is intended, along with East Jerusalem, to form a
Palestinian state, while reviving its economy and placing its people on the road to
recovery.

The closure of Gaza’s borders has been the direct cause of debilitating,
widespread poverty. Over sixty percent of Gazans live below the poverty line,
some forty percent are unemployed, and eighty percent rely on food handouts.
And yet we know that the statistics do not tell the whole story of a people whose
dreams and hopes seem to have been deferred to a later time.

We at UNRWA see the effects of Gaza’s ordeal up close. Just last month we
measured an abject poverty rate of more than 30% among pupils in UNRWA
schools. Outrageous as it may seem, it is a fact that these children come to their
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classrooms hungry, relying on our school feeding to provide the energy they
need to learn and grow.

So, yes, Gaza is still suffering. But Gaza is complicated in every dimension in a
region rich in complexities. The question we must ask ourselves – given that it
will be arduous, indeed, to address Gaza’s problems – is whether we can afford
to leave Gaza in the margins where it presently lies, preferring to direct our
attention and resources to other, less thorny or intractable issues?

Can we

afford to look the other way while this large Mediterranean community and its 1.5
million people remain locked out of the mainstream of normal interaction with the
world? To put it starkly, will we declare it a lost cause?

As representative of the UN organization which for 61 years has carried out the
world’s commitment to stand by millions of Palestine refugees I say, “Certainly
not!” to each of these questions and firmly believe that this is the right response
not only for UNRWA but also for the international community, in particular at this
crucial moment when political developments may affect, hopefully for the better,
the reality in the occupied Palestinian territory, including Gaza, for refugees and
other Palestinians. I am sure I am joined in this belief by all who share the
aspirations of peace and human dignity for everybody.

I say this from the

standpoint and perspective of Palestine refugees, and of UNRWA – a specific
point of view, but one that fits well with the thrust of this conference and has
value for contributing insights into the situation in Gaza, given that around 70% of
Gaza’s population are refugees from Mandate Palestine. I also believe that
UNRWA’s views and experience can provide useful food for thought to your
deliberations, not least because our focus on human development and our
delivery of services directly to refugees provide us with a uniquely close view that
is informed by a relationship of trust and confidence with the refugee population.

Through decades of extensive interaction with refugees on the ground, we have
drawn on a resource which we recognize as the very foundation of our human
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development work. I refer here to the strength of the Palestinian spirit - that
human element which emboldens people to aspire and achieve, regardless of
their circumstances and against odds that are seemingly overwhelming. Seen in
a different way, it is perhaps because of the overwhelming difficulties facing
Gaza that its people have developed a positive energy, which manifests itself in
so many constructive ways. I say this not as mere praise: there is a social
dynamism that is special in Gaza. UNRWA – and I - have encountered it, and its
potential, time and time again – working with refugees who with the minimum of
support are able to build their own reserves to create better lives for themselves
and their families; or inspired by the thirst for learning, and maturity of character,
that we see in the children in our primary schools; or awed by the entrepreneurial
abilities displayed by our microfinance clients. Such qualities, I say with pride,
are also demonstrated on a daily basis by the UNRWA staff working tirelessly to
improve their community. In these and in many other ways, we have learned that
the human factor remains the driving force of development work. In short, it is the
resilient people of Gaza that make this development possible; against all odds.

If the dynamism of Gaza drives its human development, that same dynamism
must continue to benefit from the contributions of relief and development
organizations. It is important and positive that the reconstruction of Gaza is
clearly a priority of Palestinian state building. However, until the compounded
effects of conflict, closures and internal political divisions are eliminated, and until
a Palestinian state is fully established and normal development mechanisms
restored, international support will remain a critical requirement in responding to
the enormity of the challenges of Gaza.

A defining theme of UNRWA’s operational identity is the Agency’s focus on
creating opportunities for refugees and strengthening their ability to seize them.
It may be useful, in opening this conference, to share a few lessons in this
respect. We take the view that at the heart of our mandate is the imperative of
investing in refugees as people – investing in ways that enable them to develop
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their potential in spite of the constraints imposed by exile and conflict. This
approach is at the core of what “human development” means for UNRWA. It was
evident at the outset of the Agency’s operations and is exemplified particularly by
the massive investment in refugee children through primary education, our
largest programme and one that symbolizes what UNRWA represents - and
continues to represent - for generations of Palestinians.

Our education

programme aims to recognize the potential of individual refugees and nurture
them in directions consistent with United Nations values: tolerance for diversity
and opposing views; peaceful resolution of disputes; respect for the human rights
and dignity for all without any distinction; and respect for the rule of law.

I believe that in the situation of Gaza – desperate and protracted as it may be be,
and even more so because of that – important lessons can be learned from an
orientation that puts individuals at the centre of interventions and focuses on
lending them what assistance we can as they strive to improve their lives, their
communities; and, through them, the region. This is very similar to the paradigm
of human security; a concept influencing the foreign policy of many States and
which is relevant to the Middle East. This concept holds that ensuring the basic
needs of individuals and helping them grow and realize their potential can both
improve people’s lives and ultimately reduce conflict. Education belongs of
course to the realm of development. Our experience in Gaza – but also in the
West Bank, Lebanon and elsewhere – has taught us that fulfilling the right to a
good quality education is also, and fundamentally, a strategic interest of the
international community.

Taken together with our focus on refugees as individuals, the themes of quality
services and creation of opportunities constitute the leitmotiv of an agency which,
though fully cognizant of the odds stacked against refugees in Gaza and
elsewhere, understands from experience that a measure of human development
is nevertheless attainable, and remains firm in the pursuit of that goal.
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UNRWA’s work in Gaza offers many compelling instances of how the themes of
quality services and opportunities for refugees reinforce each other and are
demonstrated in practice. The Schools of Excellence programme is a prime
example. It was borne from a recognition that years of underfunding coupled
with the effects of the occupation and the impact of border closures, were
threatening the very foundations of learning for the over 200,000 refugee children
in UNRWA schools in Gaza. The threat was dramatically reflected in shocking
failure rates revealed through independent testing in the 2006-2007 school year.

I have seen these educational initiatives played out in classrooms throughout
Gaza. They are a revelation, and as proof of their human value and of their
dedicated teachers, we are seeing student test scores begin to rebound. Take
into account that these children are doing homework by candlelight because of
daily electricity cuts, or live in homes where armed conflict and poverty and
despair have fueled domestic violence and trauma. Many adults are overcome by
the same hardships that Gaza’s children are struggling bravely to confront. It is
imperative that we continue to support them.

There are other key examples of the innovation and construction of real
opportunities for refugees in Gaza. UNRWA’s “Equality in Action” programme is
designed to improve the capacity of women to exercise freedom of choice, to
take advantage of opportunities for personal professional development and
ultimately to address gender discrimination and inequality at all levels of social
and economic life.

We are supporting women’s access to the labour market,

including through leveraging the services offered by the agency’s microfinance
services. We raise awareness of domestic violence, offering advice and
counseling to promote women’s capacity to cope with the phenomenon. We
provide women with spaces for social interaction and recreation and foster,
through support for a radio station for women, their right to freedom of opinion
and self expression.
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And another example is our Summer Games activity, drawing, in 2010, almost
250,000 of Gaza’s conflict-scarred children to much needed recreational
activities. Sports, arts and crafts, and student theatre thrive in these Games.
They reveal that children in Gaza (contrary to perceptions of many on the
outside) are just like children in New York, Beijing, or Cairo.

These are just a few instances of how the refugees we serve are able to look
beyond the harshness of the immediate circumstances in Gaza and to focus,
against all odds, on promoting independent livelihood opportunities for refugees,
maximizing their learning and self-improvement, and working to expand the life
choices of individuals in the face of severe conditions.

Due to military occupation, outbreaks of violence and over a decade of closed
borders, Gazans continue to endure significant impediments to a normal life.
Among the most visible of these is the slow pace of rehabilitation and
reconstruction – far too slow to address with the urgency that it deserves the
damage and destruction caused during the most recent war in Gaza and years of
conflict and closures.

The United Nations, including UNRWA, have in place

extensive plans for the reconstruction of Gaza. These plans have been paralyzed
for years by the prohibition on importation of construction materials. This has
had multiple negative consequences.

Let me just mention here, by way of

example, one impact that it has had on education: we have permission to build
only a handful of the 100 new schools needed for refugees in Gaza; this year we
had to turn away almost 40,000 refugee children for lack of space, and the
problem will be compounded by the average annual increase of 8,000 students
among the refugee population. We are forced to “double shift” almost all of our
Gaza schools, administering one school in the morning and a second in the
afternoon. We shall now have to start triple shifting, or create even more schools
out of shipping containers.
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It bears repeating here that the recent easing of the blockade is welcome. The
situation, however, continues to be extremely difficult, as most materials needed
for reconstruction remain subject to cumbersome import procedures and crossing
points with facilities that are not yet adequate for large flows of goods. With the
support of the international community and of the Palestinian Authority, the
United Nations continue to negotiate approval of reconstruction projects with the
Israeli authorities. Although several approvals have now been granted, and the
logistical capacity is being upgraded, overall needs are far from being met, in
particular for reconstruction and the private sector. While recognising Israel’s
legitimate security concerns, we will continue to urge the Israeli authorities to
expand the range and quantity of goods for import to Gaza, while also insisting
that the blockade not just be eased, but be brought to an end. However, as we
do so, we should not forget that at the root of the problem are complex and
unresolved political issues. Even the best logistical solution will not solve the
political problems before us.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

This leads me to my concluding points. The international community bears
responsibilities for refugees, whom, as persons without the protection of a state require the protection of international law and legal norms. It is this aspect of
refugee status, and our responsibility to act, that remind us that they were never
meant to be alone in fending for their needs.

In my remarks so far, I have offered UNRWA’s response to the question: “can we
afford to leave Gaza in the margins?” I have answered “no” to this question and
shown how – availing themselves of the extraordinary Palestinian resilience –
UNRWA and other agencies, thanks to the support of the international
community, take head-on the challenges of contributing to the well-being of the
population.

However, it is important to remind ourselves that while these

organizations’

mandate

is

comprehensive

in

the

humanitarian,

human
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development and protection sphere, they are not the exclusive duty-bearers in
relation to the people of Gaza.

The international community has contributed significantly to Gaza, and much
more can (and must) be done as the blockade eases further and is hopefully
lifted. But it is even more crucial to address the root cause of those needs, in
particular where the needs and concerns of refugees and others intersect with
the political realm and impinge on the larger questions facing Palestinians and
the quest for peace.

While UNRWA, clearly, has no political mandate and is not engaged in the
negotiations which will hopefully resolve both the conflict and the dispossession
of the refugees, I believe that it is incumbent upon us to remind those involved in
these important discussions of two important issues which, with the remainder of
my time today, I would like you to consider.

The first is reconciliation among Palestinians. I am fully aware that the process of
achieving reconciliation is for political actors to undertake and support. However,
the healing of Palestinian rifts has implications for the well-being and future of
Palestine refugees and other affected civilians in Gaza. It is from that vantage
point, that I appeal for Palestinian unity to be restored. And it is from that vantage
point that I ask – with a sense of urgency – that the welfare of the people of Gaza
is not held hostage by politics. I would be remiss, as representative of the
Palestinian refugee agency, if I did not convey to all those with a stake in regional
peace this simple but clear message which our teachers, doctors and social
workers hear every day as they do UNRWA’s work among Gaza’s communities –
and indeed among all Palestinian refugee communities across the region.

The second is peace, and the refugees whose destiny is bound up in it. As
refugees emerged from - and exist as a consequence of - the 1948 conflict, it
stands to reason that addressing their plight is a prerequisite for resolving the
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conflict. The extent to which refugee rights and choices are addressed in a
negotiated settlement will affect the credibility of the settlement itself. Refugees
are an essential constituency on account of the size of the population and its
wide geographical distribution and significant presence in a volatile region. What
is crucial to bear in mind is that – in the inevitably difficult discussions which will
hopefully lead to the end of the conflict and, as part thereof, a just solution to
their plight – we must ensure that refugees remain a constituency for peace and
contribute constructively to the efforts to find solutions. Refugees hold a
substantial stake in the Israeli-Palestinian future. Including them will ensure that
the process will benefit from the wealth of insights they have to offer. This, in
turn, will yield substantial advantages in enhancing the credibility and
sustainability of the peace process. I will repeat this because it is important:
Palestine refugees are a reality whose role and significance genuine
peacemaking efforts can no longer afford to neglect.

So, Palestine refugees must not be ignored, and this goes hand in hand with the
need to abandon the habit of marginalizing Gaza and keeping it in the shadows.
We appeal for genuine efforts to help restore normalcy to Gaza, fully aware that
the challenges are indeed daunting. The gloom surrounding Gaza may be
formidable, but I ask you to join us in insisting that we have at our disposal the
means to dispel it.

My call today is achievable. Let us do everything we can to give Palestinians
and Palestine refugees opportunities to attain their considerable potential; the
freedom to create for themselves a future of dignity and prosperity, and the
liberty to make their own choices as further steps are hopefully taken towards the
creation of a Palestinian state.

Thank you.

